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Challenges demanding a new economic

logic:

• Infinite growth of energy and material throughput on a 

finite planet 

• IT revolution means growth no longer guarantee for 

job creation. 

• Rapidly growing disparities in wealth and income. 

Social capital and trust at risk. 

• Digitization challenges basic postulates, e g the law of 

diminishing returns + move towards zero marginal cost.







Conventional growth is on collision
course with Nature 

• Climate change, Ecosystem decline, Resource depletion and 
Pollution

• Conventional growth is positive for poverty reduction – but
will it last? – can it be sustainable?

• China used as much cement in 2010-2012 as USA did during
the 20th Century – to move 2-300 million out of poverty

• There are 4-5 Billion people tp lift out of poverty before 2050 

• Add to that a series of social challenges: 
- demographic change,unemployment, 
social exclusion and increasing income
disparities + disruptive technologies





IPCC´s 5th AR
• We are on track for 3-4 °degrees of warming
• Extreme weather events will become stronger
• Lower food production
• Sea-level rise
• Large-scale Migration
• To stay within 2° degrees will require more than 5 % 

global GHG emissions reduction per year
• Climate negotiations slow; binding agreement far away

• The really bad thing is that climate models do not 
include a realistic damage function





The social challenges are equally
serious
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Disruptive technolgies

• Digital

• Nano

• Biotech

• Neuroscience

• Fascinating opportunities – not least productivity
growth – but major societal consequences and 
risks for employment, privacy, income
distribution etc





Digitization of the economy

• Digitization will offer endless new services – often at low or 
no cost - and huge improvements in productivity

• ”Science fiction” is happening – driverless cars etc
• Internet of things will change everything
• Rifkin talks about the ”marginal cost society” 
• Many jobs will disappear - new jobs will be created - but

the net loss is likely to be significant

• The benefits are obvious, but there are huge challenges in 
terms of unemployment and wider disparities between
capital and labor. 





Quote by Erik Brynjolfsson, author of 
”The Second Machine Age”:

• It’s one of the dirty secrets of economics: 
technology progress does grow the 
economy and create wealth, but there is 
no economic law that says everyone will
benefit.” In other words, in the race 
against the machine, some are likely to 
win while many others lose.



Growth and Development during
industrialization has been
impressive; Conventional growth
served us well…….

Now we are in a different phase, 
however, and a different logic is 
needed to tackle a host of issues
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Humanity has reached a planetary 
saturation point

The Human ability to do has vastly 
outstripped our ability to 

understand

A resilient biosphere the basis for 
humen development

Fierce urgency of now

A great transformation to global 
sustainability necessary, possible, 

and desirable







• Negative externalities of top 3,000 companies 
estimated at US$2.15 trillion per annum

Why do we need change?

Source: Trucost for UNPRI, 2010.



Dilemma of conventional growth not 
recognised

• There are limits to energy and material 
throughput

• But de-growth is no solution either

• To dodge the issue is irresponsible

• Many things should grow – however, overall 
resource throughput must be curbed

• Rethinking conventional growth must start in 
the developed countries



The question we have to put: What is 
the purpose of the Economy?

• To make  1% - or less - significantly richer - or?
• Bruntland described sustainability as harmony

between economic, social and environment
objectives

• That is not suffcient
• ”Social sustainability” should be the goal,  while

respecting the Planetary Boundaries. The 
economy is then a tool box

• Today it is the other way around: The growth of 
the economy has become the goal – not making a 
distinction between quantity and quality



We need to rethink economics
• GDP is not the same as welfare and wellbeing

• Take natural capital + ecosystem services into account 

• All resources are not substitutable

• Discounting of future values

• Non-linearity and tipping points?

• Climate models lack a serious damage function

• Financial system ignores sustainability;  “stranded assets”

• The building up of debts; Ponzi Scheme; negative interest

• Shareholder value vs Stakeholder value

• The Zero Marginal Cost Society – what does it mean?

• Inequality increasing

• Jobless Growth



Economics is key to reform

• But most conventional economists show limited 
interest for sustainability

• No real dialogue within the economic discipline; 
Ecological economists have some of the answers 
but are not listened to 

• Add to that the education of economists. To 
quote Cameron Hepburn, leading British 
economist: “Economics today is taught as if the 
last thirty years did not happen”



The crucial role of politics 

• Economic theory by itself will not lead to a transition
to a sustainable economy

• The transition will require a robust political discourse,
based on the principles of sustainability – notably the 
principles of intra- and intergenerational equity as well 
as the planetary boundaries 

• How can we develop a framework in politics that is 
long-term and respects the key principles of 
sustainability, notably the planetary boundaries?

• How can we initiate the necessary shift in values?



Strategy for Sustainability
• Priority to transdisciplinary science and education
• Bring in the arts and humanities
• Crucial: reform education of economists
• Reform economic and finance policy frameworks
• Harness benefits from digitization; address jobless growth
• Move towards Circular/Performance Economy
• Tax reform 
• Income redistribution; Address greed
• Public Procurement proactive role in transformation
• Rethink Company Law
• Strengthen Global Governance
• Stabilize population





The IPAT equation

IPAT equation states that the Environmental Impact (I) =

Population (P) x Affluence (A) x Technology (T)



”Decoupling” – de-linking growth fr
resource use - a challenge

• Ever since Bruntland ”decoupling” seen as A 
SOLUTION to environment + resource constraints

• Relative de-coupling is happening – but absolute 
de-coupling far away

• Efficiency gains eaten up by economic growth and 
the rebound effect

• Efficiency is crucial but must be achieved within a 
differently organized economy, i e by doing the 
right things



Towards a circular/performance
economy for manufacturing and 

construction
• From products to services; Products to last longer
• Reuse, recycling and reconditioning of materials and 

components
• Service economy for maintenance and repair = jobs
• Requires new business models for HQ service
• Tax reform will help facilitate
• Rethink producer responsibility
• Metabolism is reduced
• Means much less pressure on the planet – both finite 

materials and renewables



Study on Societal benefits of a 
circular/performance economy

• Traditional Input/Output Model

• Sweden as a test case

• Renewables increase fr 50% to 75%

• Energy efficiency enhanced by 25%

• Material efficiency enhanced by 25% + half of 
virgin materials replaced by secodary
materials + product life extended of long-lived
consumer products





Policies needed:

• Resource efficiency targets

• Tax on waste incineration

• Sustainability design

• New business models – from selling ”stuff” to 
offering HQ services

• Tax reform; lower taxes on labor, increase
taxes on use of nature

• No VAT on recycled materials



To conclude :

What is the role of the economy?
• Income disparities are growing
• Collision between economy and ecology is evident
• The financial system decoupled from the real economy
• The technology revolution offers many opportunities

but also risks, not least disappearing jobs
• The digital economy means conventional thinking

turned upside down

• To Address all these challenges will not be possible
with conventional economics


